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This set of goals usually starts three years out and extends to around five years into the future, directly
aligning with the mission and vision statements. It describes how the work will be done, the workflow from
input to end results, including the resources that will be used along the way, all of which are required for
success. How do we measure our progress? As such, it should communicate that dream to your employees and
customers in an inspirational manner. Your product or service offers something distinct from the current cost
leaders in your industry and banks on standing out based on your uniqueness. They may detail long-term
supply agreements with manufacturers of in-demand branded merchandise. Budgets The primary financial link
between a strategic plan and an operational plan is the establishment of a departmental budget. Make sure you
include all these details of your business's operation: General: Do an outline of your business's day to day
operations, such as the hours of operation, and the days the business will be open. They may describe the
background and accomplishments of key buyers. Quality Control - An explanation of the quality control
measures that you've set up or are going to establish. The operational plan gives a more accurate number that
can be used to gauge the success of a strategic plan. More from Entrepreneur Corene Summers helps clients
advancing their health, careers and lives overall through reducing stress, tension and optimizing sleep. Your
vision statement, unlike your mission statement, can be longer than a single sentence, but try to keep it to three
at most. The basic rule for your operations section is to cover just the major areasâ€”labor, materials, facilities,
equipment and processesâ€”and provide the major detailsâ€”things that are critical to operations or that give
you competitive advantage. Finally, take a look at operating costs. What does your business want to do? Your
statement should explain, in a convincing manner, why your business exists, and should be no longer than a
single sentence. The process of developing a plan helps the manager and the team step back and examine
where they are, where they want to go, and how to get there. You should also consider your need to acquire or
protect such valuable operations assets as proprietary processes and patented technologies. A strategic plan
outlines what kind of resource allocation is needed to achieve the goals of the plan. Estimate your needs for
materials and describe the agreements with suppliers, including their length and terms that you have arranged
to fulfill those needs. This is why market analysis is a key section of your business plan, whether or not you
ever intend for anyone else to read it. Here are some of the components you should include in your company
overview: Your business structure Are you a sole proprietorship, general partnership, limited partnership, or
an incorporated company? Customer segmentation often includes: Where they live. Estimate of project
lifespan, sustainability and exit strategy. Think of companies like Knix and Qalo. Finally, your company
overview should include both short- and long-term goals.


